Enhancement of thermal conductivity via surface electromagnetic waves (SEWs) supported in nanostructures has recently drawn attention as a remedy for issues raised due to the reduction of thermal conductivity in nanoscale confinement. Among them, multilayered structures on a substrate are prevalent in nano-sized systems, such as electronic nanodevices, meaning that analysis on those structures is indispensable. In this work, three basic multilayered structures are selected and the analytical expressions for SEWs supported in each structure are derived. This analytical approach enables us to figure out which factors are crucial for enhancing SEW thermal conductivity using multilayers. It is also found that the solution can be extended to various materials and provide the guidelines on which configurations are desirable for increasing the thermal conductivity. Furthermore, the analytical solutions reduce the calculation time significantly such that the optimal configuration, which can additionally yield SEW thermal conductivity of 1.27 W/m·K corresponding to 90% of the thermal conductivity of bulk glass, is found with the genetic algorithm. This study thus provides a new method for efficiently managing thermal issues in nano-sized devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Thermal energy transport via surface electromagnetic waves (SEWs) propagating along thin films has been intensively investigated over the last decade [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] because of its potential application to compensate the reduction of the thermal performance of systems when their sizes are scaled down to nanoscales [2] . In particular, the booming miniaturization of electronic devices has been leading to a decrease of the size of their components to a few nanometers, which is smaller than the mean free path of the electrons or phonons of the constituting materials and reduces their effective thermal conductivities [7] . Given that the problem of heat spreading can generate hot spots, which overheat the electronic nanodevices and deteriorate their performance [8] , the additional energy transport mechanism driven by SEWs supported in nano-sized systems has been regarded as a promising remedy to tackle this issue of overheating [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] .
SEWs are bounded at the interface along which they propagate carrying energy [9] [10] [11] [12] .
The propagation length of these SEWs can be drastically increased as the thickness of the suspended glass layer decreases [1, 3] ; however, when this single glass layer is placed on a substrate (i.e., asymmetric surrounding media), the frequency interval where SEWs can be supported becomes severely restricted [3] , and thus, an additional energy transport via SEWs is rather limited. Furthermore, besides the single glass layer, a thermal conductivity enhancement by SEW within mutilayered structures should also be considered for wide-range of applications.
Although SEWs supported in periodic multilayered structures has been widely investigated [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] , their contribution on thermal conductivity has been rarely reported. A previous work [4] explored the thermal conductivity enhancement of a suspended nanolayered system due to the propagation of SEWs by regarding nano-layers as a single layer with the effective permittivity. Because this effective permittivity only depends on a relative thickness of the constituting layers, it cannot fully take account of the configuration of the nano-layers. Accordingly, this means cannot be safely extended when a-few-layer structure on a substrate, which is more practical configuration than the suspended periodic multilayered structure, is considered.
In this work, various a-few-layer structures which are on a substrate is evaluated and the best structure which can have the largest SEW thermal conductivity is discussed. The exact propagation length of the SEWs supported in each configuration is numerically obtained first, and the approximate analytical solution is derived for each configuration. Then, based on this analytical description, the effects of the constituting layers and the configurations on the propagation length of the SEWs are thoroughly explored to achieve a significant enhancement in SEW thermal conductivity. Finally, the configuration is optimized with the genetic algorithm to maximize the SEW thermal conductivity by employing the analytical solutions.
Depending on their nature, the SEWs have been classified into the following modes: surface phonon (plasmon) polaritons, Zenneck modes, and transverse magnetic (TM) guided modes [11, 20] . Among these modes, focus usually lied on surface polaritons [9] because they can significantly enhance the tunneling of evanescent waves across a vacuum gap and their dispersion relation can be tailored by the structure, and thus, can be employed in controlling near-field thermal radiation [21] [22] [23] , near-field thermophotovoltaics [15, 24] and microscopy [25] . However, a recent experimental study [20] showed that the Zenneck modes can provide longer propagation lengths in wider frequency intervals than surface polaritons, which means that Zenneck modes are more beneficial in carrying energy than these latter polaritons. Throughout the manuscript, both Zenneck modes and surface polaritons will be analyzed, while the TM guided modes will be not considered, because they are not coupled to the thermal sources.
II. THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY MODELING AND DISPERSION RELATION
The effective thermal conductivity, k, of layered structures due to the propagation of SEWs is given by [1, 3] :
where is the Planck constant divided by 2π, ω is the angular frequency, d is the total thickness of the multilayer with average temperature T , and f 0 is the Bose-Einstein distribution function. The values of the unknown parameters β R = ℜ(β) and propagation length Λ = 1/(2ℑ(β)) can be obtained respectively from the real and the imaginary parts of the in-plane wavevector β = β R + iβ I , which is defined by the dispersion relation of the SEWs propagating in a given layered structure. Considering that Λ cannot be longer than the system size L, throughout the manuscript, the thermal conductivity in Eq. (1) is then calculated with Λ eff which is defined as 1/Λ eff = 1/Λ + 1/L. The frequency interval for integration is taken as that for Zenneck modes and surface phonon polations [20] . In Eq.
(1), the spectral thermal conductivity, k ω is proportional to a product of ω ∂f 0 ∂T and Λβ R .
Given that the value of ω ∂f 0 ∂T is larger at lower frequencies, the structure should support
SEWs with large propagation length at low frequency to have large thermal conductivities.
A. Glass-Dielectric structures
Let us first consider the Glass-Dielectric (GD) structure (see Fig. 1(a) ) which supports the propagation of the SEWs with the following dispersion relation [4, 26] :
where α ij = ǫ i p j /ǫ j p i . Here, ǫ i refers to the dielectric function of each layer and the transverse wavevector p i is given by p . When the system size is taken to be 10 cm, the corresponding spectral thermal conductivity, k ω , for each case is plotted in Fig. 2 (c), which shows that k ω reaches its highest
Light line of substrate is set to 10 cm, the corresponding thermal conductivity is 0.52 W/m·K, which corresponds to 37% of the thermal conductivity of bulk glass. Although the solutions shown in Fig. 2 can be obtained numerically, it is hard to see which factors affect the propagation length or frequency interval. Alternatively, an analytical solution, which may provide a physical insight on which structures are beneficial for enhancing SEW heat transfer, is derived with several approximations.
Given that the propagation length of SEWs decreases as the thickness of the glass layer increases [1, 3] , the case of glass with very small thickness will be considered to derive an analytical solution of Eq. (2) . Under this thin-film approximation (i.e., |p g |d g << 1) and up to a first-order on |p g |d g << 1, Eq. (2) can be expressed as follows:
where
The solution of Eq. (3) for p s can be expressed as:
Considering that p s → 0 when β R → √ ǫ s k 0 and β I → 0, p
. Taking into account the condition ℜ(p i ) > 0 to ensure the bounding of SEW to the interfaces,
to Eq. (4) provides the approximate solution as
where where the SEWs can exist, the analytical solution for β I is also derived. From the rela-
Here, p s,R and p s,I are the real and imaginary parts of p s , respectively. Note that D 0 is purely real and D d is purely imaginary, such that
. Equation (5) can then be re-written as:
where ǫ g = ǫ g,R + iǫ g,I . After conducting the complex expansion of Eq. (6), p s,R and p s,I can be obtained. Using the relaton β I ≈ (p s,R p s,I )/ √ ǫ s k 0 and assuming that p g d g is small, the approximate explicit expression for β I can be obtained as follows:
The predictions of Eq. (7) for β I,GD are shown in Fig. 3 (c) in comparison with the numerical solution obtained from Eq. (2). Although Eq. (7) has been derived through different assumptions, negligible discrepancy between the analytical and numerical solutions is observed except for higher frequency regime where spectral thermal conductivity has smaller values.
Taking into account that
In other words, SEWs propagating along the GD structure exist for frequencies satisfying this latter condition, which varies with ǫ d , as can be seen in Fig. 3(c) .
from lower frequency, such that the GD structure with higher ǫ d can have higher SEW thermal conductivity, as shown in Fig. 2(d) .
Let us see how the other factors affect the propagation length. If we change d g under the assumption that p g d g is small, as in Fig. 4(a) , the propagation length increases as the d g decreases, and the frequency interval where solution exists does not change much by changing d g . This trend agrees well with the prediction by Eq. (7) as β I,GD is proportional 
B. Dielectric-Glass structure
In this section, the Dielectric-Glass (DG) structure introduced in Fig. 1(b) is analyzed to determine its performance for carrying thermal energy with SEWs. As in Eq. (2), the dispersion relation for the structure DG can be written as follows [4, 26] :
where all the parameters have been previously defined. As in Eqs. (3)- (7), the simplification of Eq. (8) under the assumption of |p g |d g << 1 yields the following β I for the structure DG:
The difference between β I,DG and β I,GD can then be expressed as:
Note that the SEWs propagating along the GD structure exists only when (A
, and ǫ g,I > 0. Accordingly, the sign of β I,DG − β I,GD is the same as the sign of C described in Eq.
both act as indicators for determining which structure supports SEWs with longer propagation length. In Fig. 5 , for given configuration, A
} is found to remain positive in the frequency interval where the solution exists. Therefore, when
has smaller value than β I,GD , meaning that Λ DG > Λ GD . Except this frequency interval, it can be readily noted in Fig. 5 that the GD structure supports SEWs with longer propagation lengths. For this configuration, because GD structure supports SEWs with longer propagation lengths at lower frequency interval, GD structure can have higher SEW thermal conductivity. However, when it is applied to other materials, it should be noted that depending on the condition where ǫ
DG structure can be beneficial in carrying thermal energy.
C. Glass-Dielectric-Glass structures
For the three-layer structure shown in Fig. 1(c) , the following dispersion relation can be derived from the Maxwell equation with proper boundary conditions [26, 28] :
where all the parameters have been previously defined. As in previous sections, an approximate analytical solution for β I of SEWs supported in Glass-Dielectric-Glass (GDG) structure can be expressed as:
In order to compare the SEW thermal conductivity of the GDG structure with those of the GD and DG structures, β I,DG − β I,GDG is calculated. Interestingly, the resulting value is found to be half of the value of β I,DG − β I,GD . Accordingly, β I,DG − β I,GDG = β I,GDG − β I,GD . Furthermore, both β I,DG − β I,GDG and
, it is readily observed in Fig. 6 (b) that Λ GD > Λ GDG > Λ DG and vice versa. Among the three structures, the GD one shows the highest SEW conductivity when the maximum system size is set to be 10 cm, because it supports SEWs with the longest propagation length at the lowest frequency regime.
As discussed in the previous section, ǫ
act as the indicator for determining the best structure for carrying thermal energy with SEWs. The expression
we can infer that if the glass layer is replaced by a material which has a dielectric function with small absolute value, the propagation length for the GD structure will be the longest among three structures; otherwise, the SEWs for DG structure will have the longest. In Fig.   7 , the propagation lengths for GD, DG, and GDG structures are shown, when glass layers are replaced by SiC and MgF 2 . As predicted, for SiC having a higher dielectric function than glass at lower frequency regime, DG structure shows the longest propagation length at the lowest frequency where SEWs can exist. On the other hand, for MgF 2 , ǫ
2 > 0 holds for the entire frequency interval, and thus, Λ GD > Λ GDG > Λ DG can be observed for the frequency interval where the SEWs exist. Although we have simplified the analytical solutions for various structures, those solutions can be applied to a wide range of materials and they enable us to predict the structure that holds SEWs with the longest propagation lengths.
In addition, it is worthwhile to mention that calculation of SEW thermal conductivity with the analytical solution requires significantly reduced calculation time compared to that for numerical solution. Accordingly, the optimal configurations for maximizing SEW thermal conductivity can be found by employing genetic algorithm. As in Table 1 , the maximum calculated SEW thermal conductivity of 0.974 W/m·K, which is 70% of the thermal conductivity of bulk glass, is obtained with GD structure with ǫ s of 1.24. For that configuration, the numerical exact solution results in SEW thermal conductivity of 1.00 W/m·K. In other words, the maximum thermal conductivity can be obtained with error less than 3% in much shorter calculation time by employing analytical solution. While varying the range for dielectric function of dielectric layer and substrate and maximum system size, the error is kept less than 5%. The analytical solution enables us to conduct multiple optimization processes under various boundary conditions with high accuracy. As a result, in Table 1 , it is readily noted that thinner glass layer, larger dielectric function of dielectric layers, and smaller dielectric function of substrate are beneficial for enhancing SEW thermal conductivity. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work, the dispersion relations of SEWs propagating along the GD, DG, and GDG structures have been derived and analyzed along with their corresponding analytical solutions for the in-plane wavevector. The impact of various factors affecting the propagation length and thermal conductivity has been discussed based on the analytical solutions. It has been found that the frequency interval where the SEWs exist is almost independent on the dielectric function of the glass layer. Furthermore, the SEW propagation length of each structure has been compared at different conditions and the indicator for determining the structure where SEWs with the longest propagation length can be supported has been found. The propagation lengths of structure GDG is found to be between those of the structures DG and GD. The optimization to get maximum SEW thermal conductivity is also conducted with genetic algorithm, yielding SEW thermal conductivity of 1.27 W/m·K similar to the thermal conductivity of bulk glass. It is worthwhile to mention that thermal energy transport by SEWs has a different nature than conventional thermal conduction; that is, its relatively long propagation length indicates that the energy is weakly absorbed by the substrate. Accordingly, it is a quite effective channel to spread heat from hot spots.
Because Si, which is the most widely used material in semiconductor industry, has a dielectric function around 11.7 at 100 Trad/s and is almost lossless [27] , the analysis conducted in this work provides guidelines for enhancing SEW thermal conductivity of nano-sized glass layers combined with Si ones, mitigating the hot-spot issue in electronic devices.
